
CREATING A
CULTURE OF

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:00You want the adoption day to truly be their best day ever! Convert adopters and visitors into brand loyalists. 



WHAT IS CUSTOMER SERVICE?
• Accessibility
• Courteous treatment
• Responsiveness
• Helpful staff
• Keeping commitments
• Ethical behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:05Ask audience- How do you make your adopters feel before, during and after the process? Let’s define who your customers are… white board 



HOW DO YOU SCORE? 
• Collaboration
• Visibility
• Support
• Culture
• Employee Engagement 

SCORE  0 - 5

TOTAL  0 - 25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:10Collaboration Visibility Support Culture Employee engagement Key Add up your total score. 25 total points are possible. 23–25: You’ve unlocked the secret to effective quality standards. 20–22: Your efforts to cultivate quality standards are paying off. 19 or below: You have opportunities to build more effective quality standards. 



SCORES
Add up your total score. 25 total points are possible. 
23–25: You’ve unlocked the secret to effective quality 

standards. 
20–22: Your efforts to cultivate quality standards are 

paying off. 
19 or below: You have opportunities to build more effective 

quality standards. 



WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF POOR
CUSTOMER SERVICE?
• Repeat customer engagement (extra staff time)
• Failure to adopt, donate, partner or promote
• Bad reputation, damaged reputation 

Poor customer service hurts the animals. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:15Can someone gives me an example of a time they have really bad customer service?



COMPANY CULTURE
Corporate culture refers to the beliefs and behaviors 
that determine how a company's employees interact 
and handle outside business transactions. Often, 
corporate culture is implied, not expressly defined, and 
develops organically over time from the cumulative 
traits of the people the company hires.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:18Research shows culture is a #1 determinate of customer service 



EXPECTATIONS
• Define Customers Expectations

• Satisfaction = Reality – Expectations  
• Internally customer service 

• Motto and expectations of staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:25Establishing customer expectations –surveying customer, going through adoption process as a customer, Internally creating customer service motto and expectations of staff- having staff set the expectations. YWCA story0 poor customer service, had them develop the standards…. Overnight things were dramatically improved. I could then hold them accountable to the standards that they created. Where can your stakeholders give feedback? OTF- at gym People who feel okay, don’t give feedback. You will likely hear from those who received awful, might hear from the good customer experience 



PROBLEM SOLVING
•Listen
•Apologize
•Solve
•Thank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:30When we hear a problem, we think, where do we agree, where do we disagree. Listen to what is not being said. Listen for the needs and emotions. Listen     Body language    Tone    EmotionsBest negotiators listen more than they talk- We need emotional intelligence to listen  to others. It starts with our emotional intelligence .



EMPATHY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Empathyhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw Give them the first opportunity to problem solve 



CONFLICT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:45Tell story about children acting up on train, come to find out the children’s mother had just passed away, you never know where people are coming from. Cannot make assumptions. ASK WHAT ELSE COULD THIS MEAN?Anger is an emotion related to fear



BIASES
Flip it to test it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:45am https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bq_xYSOZrgU 



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
• Emotional awareness; empathy
• The ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks 

like thinking and problem solving
• The ability to manage emotions, which includes 

regulating your own emotions and the ability to cheer up 
or calm down other people. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:40Acknowledge emotionsDifferentiate and analyze emotions Accept and appreciate emotionsReflect o your emotions and their originHandling emotionsHandle emotions of others Research shows journaling about emotions makes your emotion feel separate and then you’re able to evaluate and handle things going on. Consider a work book club or purchase copies of reading materials for staff to share. Studies prove that the more emotional intelligent you are, the better decisions you make IQ and EQ are separate, you can be high in one and not the other Need to learn to reduce stress, sleep better, Smile challenge 



GIVING & RECEIVING FEEDBACK
S – Summarize Observed Behaviors
A – Ask for Input 
F – Formula a Plan 
E – Express Thanks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2:00Summarize Observed Behavior(s) Describe behavior (what happened) and consequences (the result) Choose 1 or 2 specific behaviors Use quotes and coaches’ notes Ask for Input Questions to understand root causes Questions to engage agent in what went well and what could have gone better Formulate a Plan Suggest to fix deficient behavior Plan to continue positive behavior Explain why Observable, measurable, active Practice or ask agent to model desired skill Express Thanks Thank the agent Convey sincerity and encouragement 



COMPASSION FATIGUE
"Compassion Fatigue is a state experienced by 
those helping people or animals in distress; it is an 
extreme state of tension and preoccupation with 
the suffering of those being helped to the degree 
that it can create a secondary traumatic stress for 
the helper."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2:10Caring too much can hurt. When caregivers focus on others without practicing self-care, destructive behaviors can surface. Apathy, isolation, bottled up emotions and substance abuse head a long list of symptoms associated with the secondary traumatic stress disorder now labeled: Compassion FatigueOrganizational symptoms of Compassion Fatigue inlcude:• High absenteeism• Constant changes in co-workers relationships• Inability for teams to work well together• Desire among staff members to break company rules• Outbreaks of aggressive behaviors among staff• Inability of staff to complete assignments and tasks• Inability of staff to respect and meet deadlines• Lack of flexibility among staff members• Negativism towards management• Strong reluctance toward change• Inability of staff to believe improvement is possible• Lack of a vision for the futurehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6g09eRbouQg Cost of Smiling 



SOCIAL MEDIA CUSTOMER SERVICE
• Why?
• How to respond?
• When to take it offline?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2:20pma study by Bain & Company suggests that when companies engage and respond to customer service requests over social media, those customers, on average, end up spending 20% to 40% more with the company.Social Mention, Mention and Groove ARE a tools that allows you to see all the times you are mentioned across multiple platformsIn a survey by The Social Habit, 32% of social media users who contact a brand expect a response within 30 minutes, and 42% expect a response within 60 minutes.Use the right tone of voiceDoes the customer use emoticons, exclamation points and slang? (This is a green light for you to reciprocate.)Does the customer sound like they might not be totally fluent in your language? (In this case, you need to be much more careful with nuances like slang.)Does the customer sound frustrated? (Turn up the empathy and use tone that’s understanding, apologetic and reassuring.)Take offlineAs important as it is to listen and respond to your customers on social media, not every issue can be resolved via social.Sometimes, the medium doesn’t allow you to write as long of a reply as you need to.Sometimes, you need sensitive customer information that you (or they) wouldn’t be comfortable exchanging online.In these cases, it’s okay to transfer the issue to another channel like email or phone.Simply telling your customer that they need to call or email for help isn’t going to cut it; it comes off as rude, abrasive and completely lacking empathy



DEVELOPING A CULTURE OF CUSTOMER
SERVICE
• Internal customer service
• Organizational culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2:30pmIncluding volunteers! Treat them as staff!Disney staff, trained to not say no… story about VIP seating.  The board isn’t excluded from providing customer service. Culture of welcoming everyone at event, making sure no one is ever left alone at an event, YPK was bad at this. Unfortunately our habits do not always correlate with our intentions. I have the intention of losing weight but my habit of snacking and drinking a beer it’s consistent behavior. Habits are intentions plus past behavior (determined by the frequency of the past behavior, voting versus brushing your teeth). It would be really hard to have poor internal customer service and then unconsciously turn it on to positive customer service when an external stakeholder walks in. You must uphold customer service internal and external. We pay attention to the intention, overdrive the autopilot. Tips:Mirrors at the phone and at desks. Tell peers both good and bad customer service. Customer service motto printed and put by all computers, obnoxiously over talk about it to rejump our systems of doing things. Wear a necklace of cheerios and take one off each time you (or someone) goes above and beyond for a customer. Use positive language- don’t say, I can’t …. Say I’d be happy to do ___________. Ask how you can help, again and again and again. 



TRACKING CUSTOMER SERVICE
• Are you measuring?
• How to measure?

• R - Responsible
• A - Accountable
• C - Communicated 
• I - Informed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2:40Are you currently measuring?How to measure- post adoption, social media, phone call, internal/external, peer story sharing/acknowledgement (Restoration House) Resources for developing metrics for customer service 



CONCLUSIONS
• Develop a culture of customer service…

• Listening
• Empathy
• Problem Solving

• What gets measured, gets done…
• Expectations vs realty 
• Responsibility  



QUESTIONS?
Elle Benson

Alliance for Better Nonprofits
865.313.2077

ebenson@betternonprofits.org
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